
The Checklist

4 steps to getting
more prospects and
sales leads
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✓ Tell me about a recent sale?

✓ What problem was solved?

✓ What could your client use instead of your product or service?

✓ What “big picture thing” did he or she need to know first?

4+4 More Leads System
If you feel like you need to get more leads, and do something in
addition to going to, or different from, going trade shows and
reverting to your rolodex, it's a good thing that you watched our
video and downloaded this summary checklist. This outlines the
exact method we use with our clients to generate leads.

4 Questions
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✓ Promote your checklist, guide or white paper. Use email, purchased eblasts,

trade shows, social media, website…

✓ Send a series of follow-up emails that has more info that’s 

on-topic. Include a clear next step, a CTA.

✓ Automatically stop the follow-up email series if the prospect takes that next

step.

✓ Automatically set a task to follow up.

4+4 More Leads System
Your customers are thirsting for knowledge, practically scrambling to
keep up with the information they need in order to do their jobs well.
This is especially true if you work in high tech or any area that’s
changing fast. You can give them the info they crave. Why shouldn’t
they get it from you? They will find the info they need somewhere,
and you have the opportunity to help them out by providing what
they need.

The REAL question is, what do they need to LEARN about? What
technology or information do they really need to understand before
they are a good prospect? I don’t mean your product specs. I mean,
do they need to totally get the benefits of 4K, the technology behind
UHD, the new audio or video compliance requirements. How can you
help them? What information can you give to your prospects that
they really need, that will benefit from? 

4 Steps
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Are you frustrated by low results from your marketing and know

you should get a 100 to 200% return using today’s advanced

sales and marketing systems, but don’t know where to start? Or

just don’t have time?

Are you at at a small high tech company, maybe a broadcast

television equipment or software manufacturing company? And

are you wondering why the marketing you’ve been doing for the

past 5, 10 or 15 years is not working any more? We can give you

guidance on what's working now.

BOOK A FREE CONSULTATION
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